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• With well over 35 years of experience in development and manufacturing of solutions for professional 
OEM drivers, the time is here to bring out an exclusive PRO audio brand to the world market .

• SB Audience is spawned from the heavyweight manufacturing of SB Acoustics and has serviced well 
known brands in the PRO audio industry for decades with in house engineering and manufacturing .

• There are three categories within our standard product range: Bianco, achieves good performance 
at the most reasonable cost . Rosso, aims at high performance at an attractive price, and Nero is our 
higher performance line still achieving exceptional price performance ratio .

INTRODUCING SB AUDIENCE

OPEN BAFFLE SPEAKER DESIGN & TWO NEW SB AUDIENCE WOOFERS

 � Open Baffle Project Driver

INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW BIANCO-150B350 & BIANCO-120B150 WOOFERS 
OPTIMISED FOR OPEN BAFFLE DESIGNS

Open baffle loudspeakers are popular for good reason. They can be fitted with large low frequency 
drivers and they sound “real,” in part because open baffles play with room reflections and sound 
good even off-axis. A big concern though, is control over the bass response, where the size of 
the baffle, as well as the choice of the bass drivers are critical. And that is why the engineering 
team at SB Audience decided to launch new woofers designed for enthusiasts of open baffle 
applications . Not everyone can accommodate big speakers for music enjoyment at home . But 
when that’s possible and space allows, dipoles and open baffle loudspeakers are an ideal project 
for DIY speaker builders and music enthusiasts . They are relatively simple to build, they look 
impressive, and the overall investment is largely rewarding. Particularly with open baffles, when 
those speakers are allowed to play in a room with suitable dimensions, where they can sound 
as loud and dynamic as an actual live concert . As a company with large experience in speaker 
builder circles and high-end audio applications, SB Acoustics is now building an expanded range 
of professional transducers under its new brand, SB Audience . And its engineering team, decided 
to design two large woofers optimized specifically for enthusiasts of open baffles.

The new Bianco 12OB150 12” and the 15” Bianco 15OB350 woofers, both part of the “good 
performance at the most reasonable cost” catalog from SB Audience, use great-looking paper 
cone formulations that are also coated to maintain stable properties with temperature and humidity 
variations. Construction refinements include elegant six-spoke stamped steel baskets that are 
designed to be seen, and connections using long-life silver lead wires . SB Audience clearly labels 
the new woofers as “specifically developed for open baffle applications” based on its high total Q 
(Qts) parameters, suitable for free-air applications .

First off is the 12” Bianco-12OB150 woofer with a generous 2.4” voice coil on a fiber glass former, powerful ferrite magnet motor, specified with 
a high excursion of 18mm, and with a Total Q of 0.63, making it a good choice woofer for open baffle designs. The 12OB150 uses a proprietary 
cone paper material, combining silk cotton tree and manila pulp, which is then coated with a weatherproof formula .

Also designed for open baffle applications, but offering an impressive Qts of 0.7 is the new 15” Bianco-15OB350 woofer, certainly a great choice 
for users looking for the most powerful bass in those designs . With a high power handling of 350W (AES) and an excursion of 25mm (11 .02 
Xmax), the 15OB350 was specified far above average. It also features a proprietary cone paper material made in-house by SBA, ferrite magnet 
system with 2.5” voice coil on a fibre glass former, with a vented back plate for reduced compression. As SB Audience characterizes, “the sound 
is punchy, detailed and dynamic in a way not usually encountered with open-baffle woofers.” Also worthy of note for speaker builders is the fact 
that both woofer datasheets include detailed measurements of overall, bolt circle, and baffle cutout diameters, as well as mounting depth and 
flange and gasket thickness.
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